
2012 – THE BEGINNING 

2012 has got off to a relatively quiet beginning - which is good. 

Power 

Our recent highlight has been the arrival at our house of 24hour electricity -care 
of the large diesel fired generator installed in town last year by PNG Power. 
While we have to keep an eye on the remaining units in the pre-pay meter to 
avoid running out and have to cycle about 3km to buy a voucher and then key 
the number into the meter, it is a distinct improvement on power between 9am 
and 12.30 pm and then 2pm to 9.30pm, and having to tend the generator while 
Murray is out of town. We underestimated the units needed and nearly ran out 
this first weekend – on an off- chance I cycled down to the PNG Power office 
early Saturday afternoon to find it still open and with a helpful mainlander who 
obligingly sold us a voucher.  PNG is full of surprises! 

We can expect to have our vouchers re-funded by VSA but right now Murray is 
away until the end of the month so we hope we can stretch out our living 
allowances plus some savings we’ve made to keep things going until he gets 
back! We are also feeding his meter to avoid destroying the contents of his 
fridge! The hope is that the mains power will be cheaper than running a small 
generator, but it’s all diesel powered unfortunately - so I suspect there won’t be 
much savings. We unfortunately still have to put up with the roar of our 
neighbour’s petrol driven air-cooled mini- generator every evening and I suspect 
this will be continuing as they probably can’t afford to get the wiring in their 
house sorted and connected up, and - like many in Arawa – are likely to find the 
cost of electricity beyond them. 

Cooking 

We continue to have a steady stream of 
young girls through the house, most of 
them scratching their heads incessantly, 
who Rosie is teaching to cook and provide 
reading books, and playing cards for. 
Some of them are pretty shrewd 
customers and there always seems to be 
an excuse for another cake! Anyway let’s 
hope they are learning something useful 
as well as enjoying the goodies!. We have only had one case of blatant theft – of 
Rosie’s old iPod – but the suspects came once and haven’t been back.  The rest 
seem quite honest and generally appreciative of what Rosie is doing for them. 
The group in the next picture decided they needed a New Year party so they 
came in their best clothes, cooked cakes and biscuits and then polished them 
off! 

 



  

 Christmas Lights 

This year Arawa had some Christmas lights!  A local 
businessman had imported this amazing palm tree 
and set it up in his garden, along with a lit-up red 
Christmas tree -which appeared to have gone 
“bagarap”  by the time I had got around to 
photographing them.  The lights on this plastic palm 
tree (complete with plastic coconuts) flash in 
psychedelic patterns radiating from the centre. Apart 
from that there is a similar on the other side of town 
(apparently in his other wife’s garden) and one of the 
newer shops had an array of flashing lights. With the 
return of PNG power Arawa is starting to see a few streetlights appearing too - 
so things are progressing! 

WASH Programme 

Oxfam is back on deck after the Christmas break and I continue to sort out 
designs for villages. The latest is called Kurai and appears to have about 500 
occupants. I spent most of Friday wandering up and down a steamy hillside in 
the rain identifying co-ordinates for relevant points with a small handheld GPS 
unit. Being able to transfer them on to Google Earth Satellite Photographs 
certainly makes things a lot clearer and easier. 

 

 



 The Rat 

We are having to deal with one SMART rat who has 
taken up residence in our ceiling. He bounds along the 
sheet-metal ducting for the redundant air conditioning 
unit at all hours of the day and night and we have seen 
him sweeping down the outside of the mosquito 
screens over our windows to catch geckoes before 
ducking back into the ceiling space. Lately he (or she) 
cut a hole through the screen to gain access to the 
inside of the house. I cut a small square of mesh and 
sewed it in place with some cotton thread – no trouble to the rat- it cut the thread 
and pushed a corner of the patch back to regain access. I placed a trap just 
inside baited with peanut butter – the next morning the trap was released, lying 
on the floor and the peanut butter had been eaten. I closed the doors to the 
lounge (where the hole had been made) and the rat cut another hole through a 
second screen to gain access to the rest of the house.  He hasn’t gained access 
to the inside of the pantry yet but I think a state of war is appropriate! 

Orchid 

To finish here is another rather spectacular orchid I photographed in one of our 
neighbours’ garden. 

   

    Oliver and his blooms 

 

Take care and all the best for 2012! 

 


